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WeatherAction ESSENCE of WINTER Forecast 2010-11
for Britain, Ireland & Europe
Remember-last-winter…!
Winter Dec to Feb inclusive in Britain and
Europe will be exceptionally cold and snowy –
like hell frozen over at times - with much of
England, Germany, Benelux and N France
suffering one of the coldest winters for over 100
years. It is expected that two of the three months
Dec, Jan & Feb are likely to be in the three coldest
for a 100 years (eg using Central England Temperatures).
There will be some milder periods in which West
Russia may also be briefly milder. Ireland, especially
West Ireland will have some mild periods when the
rest of Europe remains bitterly cold.
The timing of the most severe and milder spells and
details of festivals such as Christmas and New Year
periods will be available to subscribers to full forecasts*
which describe the whole winter in 24 sub periods (8 for
each month), each a few days long.
Standard meteorology will consistently underestimate the lengths of cold periods and will grossly
underestimate the severity of blizzard and snow deluges at times. As last winter and for the first snow
deluges this winter** WeatherAction.com will issue timely advanced warnings of these situations to
help reduce public suffering and save lives.
Despite efforts of Authorities it is very likely that the UK will run out of road salt this winter – as in the
previous two winters which WeatherAction correctly forecasted in the long range while the Met Office’s
prognoses dramatically failed***.
We hope this winter and this forecast (produced using our Solar Lunar Action Technique of Long range
forecasting) which relies on a scientific understanding of predictable solar-magnetic-lunar effects on the
Earth’s weather and climate - and is nothing to do with CO2, will encourage politicians to get a grip on
reality and end their support for the CO2 ‘hypothesis’ of man-made climate change which is failed science
based on fraudulent data
We thank our sponsors who have made this public forecast possible including some anonymous, and:
Stairway Press,
Wilde & Co solicitors Cheshire CH64 9UJ,
Gabe Rychert Climate Realists.com
We hope this sponsorship initiative will lead the way for governments, state media** and local authorities to
make better use of advances in science for the good of public and taxpayers.
Piers Corbyn, astrophysicist, ARCS, FRAS, FRMetS
MD WeatherAction.com long range weather & climate forecasters.
* For Full forecasts see http://www.weatheraction.com/pages/pv.asp?p=wact8&fsize=0
* 28-11-10 Thunder-Snow & blizzards Britain, Europe & USA confirm WeatherAction warning = http://bit.ly/hDPqnp &
** Standard ‘Warmist’ Meteorology has nowhere to go - http://www.weatheraction.com/docs/WANews10No34.pdf

An Essence of winter forecast for the USA can be released if sponsors come forward.

